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To all whom it may concern: . I 
Be it known that I, MAX STOORMAN, a 

citizen of Russia, and resident of the city of 
New York, borough of theBronx, county of 
Bronx, and State of New York, have invent 
ed a7 new and Improved Rotary Tooth 
Brush, of which the following is a full, 
clear, ‘and exact description. 

This invention relates to toilet articles 
and has particular 
brushes. _ 

‘Among the objects of the invention is to 
provide a tooth brush of novel design or. 
construction. adapting it for superior cleans 
ing qualities. 
Another object of the invention is to pro 

vide arotary tooth brush adapted to- brush 
. or cleanse by single operation or series of 
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movements all of the exposed surfaces of the 
teeth, inside, outside and edges of the teeth 
of both jaws simultaneously. . I 

lVith the foregoing and other objects in 
‘view the invention consists in the arrange 
ment and combination of parts hereinafter 
described and claimed, and while the inven 
tion is not restricted to the exact details of 
construction disclosed or suggested- herein, 
stillfor the purpose of illustrating a practi 
cal embodiment thereof reference is had to 
the accompanying drawings, in which like 
reference characters designate the same parts 
in the several views, and in which; 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a preferred 

form of the invention. 
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view 

' same. . . 

_ Fig. 3 1s a vertlcal transverse section on 
the line 3—3 of Fig. 1; and 

Fig. 4 is a side elevation. ofra modi?ed 
form of the. invention. 1. 
Referring now more particularly to the 

drawings I show a brush comprising two 
parts, namely the head 10 and the handle 
11.‘- The‘ construction is preferably of a rigid 
nature and may be made of ‘any material of 
a durable and sanitary nature suitable for . 
the purpose of. the device. _ j 
The head 10 comprises spaced parallel 

disks 12 and 13, the outer faces of which mayv 
be slightly convex or rounded, but have 
their inner or'opposed faces substantially 
?at. Any suitable means may .be provided 
to connect the two disks 12 and 13 and'hold 
them in de?nite spaced parallel planes. I 
show for this‘ purpose a "short rigid stem 14: 
substantially cylindrical in form rigidly con 

reference to tooth‘ 

nected to or made integral with one of the 
disks and having its other end tapped at 15‘ ' 
into the other disk. The axis of the stem co 
incides with the centers of the disks. 
The inner ?at faces 12’ and 13’_ of the 

disks are provided withbristles 16 extend 

tween the disks. I do not Wish to be'con 
?ned to any particular relative proportions 
of these parts nor to any special amount of 
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ing toward the central plane midway be- A 
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free space between the‘opposed sets of bri's- ‘ 
tles, it being understood that in practice the 
inner disk 13 will be projected into the 
mouth cavity back of the teeth permitting 
the teeth of both j aws to close toward each 
other toward the stem 14 and between the 
planes ofrthe two disks. In this position 
then the bristles 16 of the two disks will bear 
upon the inner and outer surfaces of the 
teeth of both jaws, at the same time the 
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points of the teeth will be broughtinto- posi- > 
tion to be cleansed by the radial bristles 17’ 
carried by thestem 14. The brush head may 
now be reciprocated along the teeth or ro 
tated‘around the axis of the stem 14 causing 
the parallel bristles 16 _to operate over the 
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teeth with‘ a circular motion, or these two ' 
vmotions, rotary’and reciprocating, may be 
combined as ‘may be desired. The surfaces 
of, all the teeth vwill thus be reached in a 
rapid and thorough manner, and the bris 
Hes-especially those of the disks will cleanse 

‘all. foreign inattérfrom between the teeth 
. > , > more thoroughly than can be done with an 
of the '7 I‘ ' ordinary tooth ush. - 

. The handle 11 being curved outwardly in 
the nature ‘.of a crank adapts the brush 
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readily for rotatioh around the axis afore- _ 
said as well as for reciprocating it. 
The form of the improved brush shown in 

Fig._~1 is inall general aspects similar to 
that above described, the head 10' being the 
same. while the handle 11’ is offset from the 
head at 11a to accommodate the operator’s 
lips or cheek ‘between the disk '12 and the 
laterally projecting. turn of the handle. 
This form‘ of the device is ‘better adapted 
for all rotary movement 'of the “brush with 

, respectv to back teeth. The extreme end of 
the handle 11b,'however, is'bent more nearly 
intoparallelism with the axis of the head 
than the other form whereby there is pro 
vided a! better rotating or crank action. 

I claim: 
1. In a rotary tooth brush, the combina 

tion of a pair of spaced parallel coaxial 
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disks Hu-h ‘having a convex outer surface,_ 
the disks having sets of bristles'extendln'g 
'irom each toward the other, a stem rigldly. 
gimnu-ctedat one end to one of the disks and 
ilj?fillg a set of -_hrist1es extending laterally 
therefrom bein'een the sets of bristles car 
ried by the disks; the other end of the stem 
living connected to the other disk and serv 
ing to hold the disksjin de?nite spaced’ rela 
tion to "each otheryahd ‘ a curved handle 
rigid]?“connected /to ‘one of the disks and 

" ‘ serving toYrotate "the same aroundv the'axis 

a 
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2. In. ayrotary' tooth brush, the combina-y 
timr'o'f'a head and a curved crank shaPed 
handle rigidly secured thereto and scrvlng 
to reciprocate or rotate the head, said. head» 

. comprising av pair of SP?CGfiCO?XlZIi mem-V 
‘ bers having convex outer surfaces with thin‘ 
edges, means extending between the mem; 
bers and rlgidly secured thereto, and sets 
of bristleslse'cured vupon the inner surfaces. 
of the coaxial niembers and-the exposed 
‘surface'of the connecting means between 
them. 

i ' MAX, STOORMAN. 
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